Sequences & Series RETEST


Name: _____________________________

Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

____	1.	Two terms of an arithmetic sequence are file_0.png
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 and file_2.png

file_3.wmf

. What is t30?
A.
file_4.png
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C.
file_6.png
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B.
file_8.png
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D.
file_10.png
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____	2.	Determine the common difference, d, of this arithmetic sequence: 1205.7, 1193, 1180.3, 1167.6, ...
A.
file_12.png

file_13.wmf


C.
file_14.png

file_15.wmf


B.
file_16.png
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D.
The sequence has no common difference.



____	3.	Determine the sum of the first 18 terms of this arithmetic series: file_18.png

file_19.wmf

 ...
A.
file_20.png

file_21.wmf


C.
file_22.png

file_23.wmf


B.
file_24.png
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D.
file_26.png
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____	4.	The sum of the first 22 terms of an arithmetic series is 121. The sum of the first 23 terms is 115. The common difference is –1. Determine t1.
A.
file_28.png

file_29.wmf


C.
file_30.png

file_31.wmf


B.
file_32.png
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D.
file_34.png
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____	5.	The sum of the first 19 terms of an arithmetic series is –1330. The sum of the first 20 terms is –1480. The first term is 2. Determine d.
A.
file_36.png

file_37.wmf


C.
file_38.png
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B.
file_40.png

file_41.wmf


D.
file_42.png

file_43.wmf



















____	6.	Which geometric sequence could this graph represent?
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A.
–4, file_46.emf
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, ...
C.
–4, 8, –16, 32, ...
B.
–4, –8, –16, –32, ...
D.
–4, –12, –36, –108, ...



____	7.	Determine the 8th term of this geometric sequence: 7, 21, 63, 189, ...
A.
file_52.png

file_53.wmf


C.
file_54.png

file_55.wmf


B.
file_56.png

file_57.wmf


D.
file_58.png
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____	8.	In a finite geometric sequence, file_60.png

file_61.wmf

 and file_62.png

file_63.wmf

. If the last term is 177 147, how many terms are in the sequence?
A.
file_64.png

file_65.wmf


C.
file_66.png

file_67.wmf


B.
file_68.png

file_69.wmf


D.
file_70.png

file_71.wmf





____	9.	The sum of the first 7 terms of a geometric series is –3279. The common ratio is 3. Determine the 1st term.
A.
file_72.png

file_73.wmf


C.
file_74.png

file_75.wmf


B.
file_76.png

file_77.wmf


D.
file_78.png

file_79.wmf





____	10.	Calculate the sum of this geometric series: file_80.png
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A.
file_82.png

file_83.wmf


C.
file_84.png

file_85.wmf


B.
file_86.png
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D.
file_88.png

file_89.wmf





____	11.	The sum of the first 5 terms of a geometric series is 3905. The common ratio is file_90.emf
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. Determine the 3rd term.
A.
file_92.png

file_93.wmf


C.
file_94.png

file_95.wmf


B.
file_96.png

file_97.wmf


D.
file_98.png

file_99.wmf







____	12.	This infinite geometric series converges: file_100.png

file_101.wmf


Determine its sum.
A.
file_102.png

file_103.wmf


B.
file_104.png

file_105.wmf


C.
file_106.png

file_107.wmf


D.
file_108.png

file_109.wmf




____	13.	An infinite geometric series has file_110.png

file_111.wmf

 and file_112.png

file_113.wmf

. Determine file_114.png
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.
A.
file_116.png
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C.
file_118.png
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B.
file_120.png

file_121.wmf


D.
The sum is not finite.


Short Answer

	1.	Could this sequence be arithmetic? Explain.
–14, –11, –9, –7, ...






	2.	The sum of the first n terms of an arithmetic series is: file_122.png
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Determine the first 4 terms of the series.










	3.	Determine r, t6, and t7 of this geometric sequence: 64, file_124.emf
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Sequences & Series UNIT TEST
Answer Section

MULTIPLE CHOICE

	1.	ANS:	D	PTS:	1	DIF:	Moderate	REF:	1.1 Arithmetic Sequences
LOC:	11.RF9	TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Procedural Knowledge

	2.	ANS:	A	PTS:	1	DIF:	Easy	REF:	1.1 Arithmetic Sequences
LOC:	11.RF9	TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Procedural Knowledge

	3.	ANS:	D	PTS:	1	DIF:	Easy	REF:	1.2 Arithmetic Series
LOC:	11.RF9	TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Procedural Knowledge

	4.	ANS:	D	PTS:	1	DIF:	Difficult	REF:	1.2 Arithmetic Series
LOC:	11.RF9	TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Procedural Knowledge

	5.	ANS:	B	PTS:	1	DIF:	Difficult	REF:	1.2 Arithmetic Series
LOC:	11.RF9	TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Procedural Knowledge

	6.	ANS:	B	PTS:	1	DIF:	Easy	
REF:	1.5 Graphing Geometric Sequences and Series	LOC:	11.RF9 | 11.RF10
TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Conceptual Understanding

	7.	ANS:	D	PTS:	1	DIF:	Easy	REF:	1.3 Geometric Sequences
LOC:	11.RF10	TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Procedural Knowledge

	8.	ANS:	B	PTS:	1	DIF:	Difficult	REF:	1.3 Geometric Sequences
LOC:	11.RF10	TOP:	Relations and Functions	
KEY:	Conceptual Understanding | Procedural Knowledge

	9.	ANS:	D	PTS:	1	DIF:	Easy	REF:	1.4 Geometric Series
LOC:	11.RF10	TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Procedural Knowledge

	10.	ANS:	A	PTS:	1	DIF:	Moderate	REF:	1.4 Geometric Series
LOC:	11.RF10	TOP:	Relations and Functions	
KEY:	Conceptual Understanding | Procedural Knowledge

	11.	ANS:	C	PTS:	1	DIF:	Moderate	REF:	1.4 Geometric Series
LOC:	11.RF10	TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Procedural Knowledge

	12.	ANS:	C	PTS:	1	DIF:	Easy	REF:	1.6 Infinite Geometric Series
LOC:	11.RF10	TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Procedural Knowledge

	13.	ANS:	D	PTS:	1	DIF:	Easy	REF:	1.6 Infinite Geometric Series
LOC:	11.RF10	TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Procedural Knowledge

SHORT ANSWER

	1.	ANS:	
No, this could not be an arithmetic sequence because the difference between consecutive terms is not constant.

PTS:	1	DIF:	Easy	REF:	1.1 Arithmetic Sequences
LOC:	11.RF9	TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Conceptual Understanding

	2.	ANS:	
file_130.png
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PTS:	1	DIF:	Difficult	REF:	1.2 Arithmetic Series	
LOC:	11.RF9	TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Conceptual Understanding

	3.	ANS:	
r = file_132.emf
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PTS:	1	DIF:	Moderate	REF:	1.3 Geometric Sequences
LOC:	11.RF10	TOP:	Relations and Functions	KEY:	Procedural Knowledge

